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YOUR COMPLETE RECORDING &
MASTERING SOLUTION

Thor
Phillips



Perfect for the singer/songwriter who
wants a complete and structured way to get
a song professionally recorded and
mastered ready for release.
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READY TO RELEASE
SINGLE PACKAGE

Phone consultation & planning session
Artist vocal session in our studio (Northern NSW)
Recording and producing the song
Live drums - recorded professionally
All guitars, bass, banjo and dobro session fees by
Thor Phillips included
Mixing by Thor Phillips
Mastering by Paul Blakey at 12th and Vine 
Price includes 2 mix revisions

You will know when things are happening and how
long it will take. No need to round up freelance
musicians, organise rehearsal times or book multiple
studio sessions. 
 
Work with one dedicated professional for the whole
process, and spend the time you will save nailing your
own performance.
 

Single Package Includes: 
 

 
A large portion of this is done via file sharing and
phone correspondence saving you time and money.

$1,000.00 AUD
 
50% deposit to book your session dates and remainder
before handover of final mix.

 



More bang for your buck? Get that long-
awaited EP out with a streamlined process,
professional musicians, and high level
production and mastering. 
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READY TO RELEASE
3 & 5 TRACK EP

Three Song Package
 
Two fully produced tracks (see single package
inclusions) PLUS one bonus acoustic track recording
featuring a single guitar and vocals.

$2,000.00 
 
50% deposit to book your session dates and remainder
before handover of final mix.

 

Five Song Package
 
Five fully produced tracks
 
 (See single package inclusions) 

$4,000.00 
 
50% deposit to book your session dates and
remainder before handover of final mix.

 

Want a full album? Contact us for a quote.



Register your original works with APRA
Have a few reference tracks in mind, like similar
artists, production sounds, or instrumental
sections

First we catch up on the phone to plan your project
and listen to your demo - an acoustic version
recorded clearly on your phone is fine as long as the
Key and the tempo have been locked in.
 
I'll record guide guitar to a click track and send it
back to you to check. You can use the guide track to
rehearse your vocals too.
 
Once approved, I'll start creating the instrumental
tracks and producing each one. Once you're ready,
come into my studio and record your vocals. We will
finalise any other production ideas together.
 
I'll complete the song, mix it and send to you, while
you focus on promotion and performance.
 
I recommend you listen for a few days before offering
final feedback. Two mix revisions are included, and if
you would like more they can be added out our
hourly rate $65.
 
When the magic is complete, we send your track off
for mastering and soon you will be ready for release!
 
A FEW TIPS:
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THE PROCESS

Got questions? Contact us for a free phone
consulation



Thor Phillips has more than 15 years experience as
a professional guitarist, songwriter and sound and
audio technician.
 
He has produced, recorded and play on tracks that
have featured on the Top 40 Australian Country
Airplay Charts, written songs that have been
nominated for Q-Song Awards, and had two
successful albums of his own - all self recorded and
produced. Some of Thor's music has been used for
television shows including Neighbours and
Queensland Weekender.
 
Thor has been a finalist in the ICMA Awards for
both his guitar playing and his producing, and has
recorded and mixed artists from various genres
including Juzzie Smith, Junkyard Diamonds, Collins
Class, and Watling & Bates to name a few.
 
As performer he makes regular appearances at the
Tamworth Country Music Festival, the
Groundwater Country Music Festival, Dorrigo Folk
& Bluegrass Festival and countless tours on his own
or with his band.
 
Here is a recent review of Thor’s latest release
“Higher Ground” by Jon Wolfe from Country Music
Capital News - Australia’s Leading country music
magazine.
 

"Thor is an Aussie multi-instrumentalist country,
blues and roots singer with a great voice that
captures attention from the first note of this
release, his second album.
 
The album showcases Thor’s flat picking,
expressive dobro style and lyrics that go straight
to the heart, with a lick or two of folk, bluegrass
and settings that probably fit into contemporary 
country or Americana.
 
Highlights are the title track, Horse to water,
Storm is Breaking (co write with Jeff Palmer) and
the dobro laced Roll down the windows. And
check out the rocky track Jump Into The Pool – it
shows the depths of his talents and is better than
some who try to lay claim to country rock
credentials. 
I’ll be keeping an ear out for more from him in the
future”
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ABOUT THOR

www.thorphillips.com

CONTACT:
Thor Phillips
0421 800 963
contact@thorphillips.com


